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The sword of the wormling A fantastic sequel to the beginning tale. Compelling, fast paced, engaging, simple
words that do little justice to this brilliant book with an ending that is everything I would have liked in the first
book, a cliff hanger that promises more, but a fitting stopping point to this past of the story.
Kindle-Shop. Wählen Sie die Abteilung aus, in der Sie suchen möchten.
The Wormling #2: The Sword of the Wormling by Jerry B. Jenkins and Chris Fabry I'm called the Watcher, and
I'm supposed to help the Wormling find the king's son. I don't understand why the Wormling is a weak kid
instead of the huge, brave warrior I hoped for.
Jerry B. Jenkins was born in Kalamazoo, Michigan on September 23, 1949. He is the author of more than 175
books including the Left Behind series, Riven, Matthew's Story, The Last Operative, and The Brotherhood.
Owen is training to become the wormling, afterward, he sets out with his companion, Watcher, to find the Son,
who will unite the two worlds together.
Get this from a library! The sword of the Wormling. [Jerry B Jenkins; Chris Fabry] -- Having accepted his role
as Wormling, Owen Reeder and his new friends from the Lowlands continue their search for the King's son
while keeping safe from the evil Dragon, in a dangerous attempt to ...
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“Nothing special” is the best way to describe Owen Reeder—at least that's what he's been told all his life. When
a stranger visits his father's bookstore, Owen's ordinary life spirals out of control and right into a world he didn't
even know existed.
Come along for more adventures of the Wormling. About the Author Jerry B. Jenkins , former Vice President
for Publishing and currently Writer-at-Large for the Moody Bible Institute of Chicago, is the author of more
than 150 books, including the best-selling Left Behind series.
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